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ABSTRACT

Aisyah Dwi Putri, 2016. Customer Service Officer in Handling Garuda Indonesia Ticket Reservation of PT. Rosalia Indah Tour and Travel, Surakarta. English Diploma Program, Faculty of Cultural Sciences, UNS.

The final project was written based on the writer’s job training activities in September 2015 as a customer service officer (CSO) in PT. Rosalia Indah Tour and Travel which is located at Slamet Riyadi street No.49 Kleco, Solo. By learning the procedure of handling Garuda Indonesia ticket reservation, the writer could write the final project completely. The objectives of the final project are to discuss the procedure of Garuda Indonesia ticket reservation with online system in PT. Rosalia Indah Tour and Travel and to identify the problems faced by the employees in handling ticket reservation.

Based on the activities during the job training as customer service officer, the writer obtained some knowledge about ticketing and reservation. The writer’s responsibilities are helping passengers in booking plane ticket in all airlines, issuing plane ticket, giving information related to the flight, helping other employees to do their job, and answering telephone. There are some problems encountered by the ticketing staff, such as technical problem, slow internet connection, and error system. The writer also gives the solution to solve the problems, i.e. having training for the ticketing staff once in a month to add knowledge about ticketing, changing the internet connection into the better one by using amplifier signal, and having more employee to add the quality of service.
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